SUMMARY We propose a novel hue-preserving tone mapping scheme. Various tone mapping operations have been studied so far, but there are very few works on color distortion caused in image tone mapping. First, LDR images produced from HDR ones by using conventional tone mapping operators (TMOs) are pointed out to have some distortion in hue values due to clipping and rounding quantization processing. Next,we propose a novel method which allows LDR images to have the same maximally saturated color values as those of HDR ones. Generated LDR images by the proposed method have smaller hue degradation than LDR ones generated by conventional TMOs. Moreover, the proposed method is applicable to any TMOs. In an experiment, the proposed method is demonstrated not only to produce images with small hue degradation but also to maintain well-mapped luminance, in terms of three objective metrics: TMQI, hue value in CIEDE2000, and the maximally saturated color on the constanthue plane in the RGB color space.
Introduction
The interest of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging has recently been increasing in various area: photography, medical imaging, computer graphics, on vehicle cameras, astronautics. HDR images have the information of the wide dynamic range of real scenes. However, commonly used display devices having low dynamic range (LDR) cannot express the information that HDR images have. In contrast, display devices which can directly represent HDR images are not popular yet. Therefore, the importance of tone mapping (TM) operations has been growing in order to display HDR images on conventional LDR devices.
Tone mapping (TM) operation generates LDR images from HDR ones to display HDR ones on conventional LDR devices. Various research works on TM have so far been reported [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Most conventional studies have focused on compressing the luminance range of HDR images. In these methods, the range of the luminance of an HDR image is compressed by using a TM operator (TMO), and then an LDR image is produced by combining the compressed luminance and the color information of the original HDR image. However, TM operations only focusing on the luminance cause image colors to be distorted as pointed out in [14] . Mantiuk et al. [14] showed that the color distortion in tone-mapped LDR images occur due a tone curve, and they proposed a color correction formula on the basis of experimental results illustrating a relationship between the contrast-compression ratio and the saturation of the image. However, they only focused on tone curves as the cause of the color distortion, and other causes have never been considered.
In this paper, we first point out that color distortion in tone-mapped images is primarily caused by clipping and quantizing pixel values of tone-mapped LDR images. Then, we propose a novel hue-preserving tone mapping scheme based on constant-hue plane in the RGB color space. The proposed method consists of two steps: tone mapping with an conventional method and compensating hue distorted by the tone mapping. The proposed compensation method utilizes the hue information based on the maximally saturated colors [15, 16] , for suppressing color distortions due to the tone mapping. The compensation is done by replacing the hue information of a tone-mapped LDR image with that of the original HDR image. Hue-preserving image-processing methods have already been developed in various research areas such as image enhancement and noise reduction [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . These methods perform some operations under the conditions that the hue is fixed. In contrast, there are very few hue-preserving TM operations [14] , and the proposed hue compensation method is independently performed from TM. This approach enables us not only to reduce color distortion, but also to maintain advantage of conventional TMOs.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we performed a number of simulations. In the simulations, the proposed method was compared with conventional TM operations in terms of the hue difference used in CIEDE 2000 [23] and the maximally saturated color difference. Experimental results showed that the hue difference between tone-mapped LDR images and the original HDR images can be reduced by applying the proposed method. Moreover, results of objective quality evaluation with the tone mapped image quality index (TMQI) [24] illustrated that the proposed 
PREPARATION
A general TM operation and the constant-hue plane in the RGB color space are summarized, here.
Tone mapping
A general TM operation is summarized, here. A TM operation consists of the following four steps.
(a) The world luminance L w (p) of an HDR image I H is calculated from RGB pixel values of the HDR image as,
where R(p), G(p) and B(p) are RGB pixel values of the HDR image with a pixel p, respectively.
is calculated by using a TMO.
(c) The floating-point pixel values C f (p) of the LDR image is calculated as follows:
where C(p) ∈ {R(p), G(p), B(p)} is the floating-point RGB value of the input HDR image I H , and
Besides, the gamma correction is performed for C f (p) as needed.
where round(A) rounds A to its nearest integer value, and
Further, the value of C i (p) is redefined as follows:
where if C i (p) takes a value over 255, it is clipped at 255. Also, if C i (p) takes a negative value, it is clipped at 0. The rounding quantization in Eq.(3) and clipping in Eq.(4) generate some error. In the case of "Photographic Tone Reproduction" [1] which is a typical TMO, the display luminance L d (p) in step(b) is calculated in accordance with the following procedure. The geometric mean L w of the world luminance L w (p) is calculated as follows:
where N is the total number of pixels in the input HDR image 
2.2 Constant hue plane in the RGB color space
We focus on the constant hue plane in the RGB color space [15] to discuss color distortion. An input image is a 24-bit full color image and each pixel of the image is represented as x ∈ [0, 1] 3 . x r , x g and x b are the R, G, and B components of the pixel x, respectively, as shown in Fig.1 . In the RGB color space, a set of pixels which has the same hue forms a plane, called constant hue plane. The shape of the constant hue plane is the triangle whose vertices correspond to white, black and the maximally saturated color, where w = (1, 1, 1), k = (0, 0, 0) and c are white, black and the maximally saturated color with the same hue as x, respectively. The maximally saturated color c = (c r , c g , c b ) is calculated by
where max (·) and min (·) are functions that return the maximum and minimum elements of the pixel x, respectively. Therefore, from Eq.(8), the elements of c corresponding to the maximum and minimum elements of the pixel x become 1 and 0, respectively.
On the constant hue plane, a pixel x can be represented as a linear combination as
where a w = min(x),
Since w, k, c and x exist on the plane and x is an interior point of w, k and c, the following equations hold. Fig. 2 The framework of the proposed method
PROPOSED HUE COMPENSATION
We propose a method for compensating hue values of tone-mapped images.
Hue distortion
Hue distortion occurs due to the influence of the following three operations.
Mantiuk et al. pointed out that a) tone curve generates color distortion on the CIECAM02 color appearance model, and proposed a correction formula [14] . However, they have never pointed out the influence of the operations b) and c).
The framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig.2 . As illustrated in Fig.2 , the proposed method can be applied to any TMO and moreover the influence of the above three operations can be considered. Figure 3 shows an example of the difference of the maximally saturated colors between an original HDR image and the tone-mapped LDR image including the influence of clipping and rounding quantization processing. Figure 4 shows an example of the maximally saturated color of an original HDR image and the tonemapped LDR image. In these figures, the influence of rounding quantization and clipping is demonstrated to cause color distortion.
HDR images on the constant hue plane
We consider giving HDR images the same pixel representation on the constant hue plane as LDR ones described in 3.1.
Each pixel of an HDR image is represented as x H = (x r , x g , x b ) where x r , x g and x b are generally real numbers. As well as LDR images, we define white, black and maximally saturated color as w = (1, 1, 1) , k = (0, 0, 0) and c H . Maximally saturated color c H of the HDR image is calculated by replacing x with x H in Eq. (8), and then the pixel value x H is represented as a linear combination as
where a w , a k and a c are coefficients which are calculated in accordance with Eq.(10). For HDR images, w, k, c H and x H exist on the same plane in the RGB color space, but x H is not always an interior point of w, k and c H . That is, a w , a k and a c do not meet Eq.(12), although they satisfy Eq.(11). The proposed method aims to suppress some hue distortion included in LDR images mapped from HDR ones. Now, let x be a pixel value of a tone-mapped LDR image that includes the influence of rounding quantization and clipping processing. In accordance with Eq.(9), the pixel value x is expressed as follows
Note that x H and x are on the same constant hue plane.
Proposed procedure
The procedure of the proposed tone mapping scheme is summarized as follows.
(1) Generate an LDR image from an HDR image by using a conventional TMO. This allows us to prevent clipping error. The proposed scheme is applicable to any conventional TMO. In addition, it can consider all influences caused in three operations described in 3.1.
Simulation
In an experiment, the proposed scheme was compared with conventional TMOs without any compensation and Mantiuk's hue correction formula.
Simulation condition
We used 10 HDR images selected from an HDR image database [25] for the evaluation. The following is the procedure of the evaluation. 
Simulation results

A Hue distortion
We used two objective metrics to evaluate hue distortion caused in TM operations. One is the difference in the maximally saturated colors between image I 1 with M ×N pixels and I 2 with M ×N pixels. it is calculated by the following three steps. The other is the hue differences in CIEDE2000, which was published by the CIE [23] . The difference of hue values between two images was calculated as ∆H(i) for each pixel, and as the average value of all pixels ∆H. Tables 1 and 2 show the evaluation results in terms of the objective metrics, where I 1 is an HDR image and I 2 is a tone-mapped image. "Conventional" indicates that images were generated by a conventional TMO without any hue compensation. In the tables, the proposed method outperformed the conventional approach for all TMOs. Therefore, the proposed method is effective for improving hue distortion included in fused images in terms of not only ∆c but also ∆H. Note that ∆c for the proposed method does not become zero value. This is because the rounding quantization has to be carried out again to generate integer pixel values, although clipping does not be done. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show some examples of the simulation results. [24] , which is a well-known objective quality assessment algorithm for tone-mapped images by combining a multi-scale signal fidelity measure based on a modified structural similarity (SSIM) [26] index and a naturalness measure based on intensity statistics of natural images. A higher TMQI score indicates higher quality. From Table 3 , the proposed scheme is shown to offer almost the same TMQI scores as those of the conventional approach, but many of the scores slightly decreased, due to the change of luminance caused by using the proposed method. In contrast, the change of luminance is easily corrected by adjusting the mean luminance of an image by multiplying all luminance values by a constant. Figure 8 shows the image of "StillLife" in which TMQI is remarkably low compared with the conventional method. By comparing Fig.8(b) with Fig.8(c) , it is confirmed that the slight change of luminance caused by applying the proposed method was easily corrected by the simple post-processing, so the TMQI score was improved, while maintaining ∆c and ∆H.
Comparison with Mantiuk's method
Finally, our method was compared with Mantiuk's hue correction formula [14] . We generated three LDR images by using Durand's TMO [6] as in [14] , and both our method and Mantiuk's method were applied to the images respectively. Table 4 shows the comparison result. From the table, the our method is confirmed to outperform Mantiuk's method in terms of both ∆c and ∆H. This is because Mantiuk's method does not consider the influence of clipping and rounding quantization processing as described in 3.1. In contrast, the our method can compensate hue distortion caused by three operations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel TM scheme that utilize maximally saturated colors calculated from original Simulation results with Gu's TMO (Desk) HDR image on the basis of the constant hue plane in the RGB color space. The proposed method enables us to compensate the hue distortion of the tone-mapped LDR image caused by a conventional TMO, while maintaining TM performances that conventional TMOs have. Simulation results showed the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of three objective metrics: ∆c, ∆H and TMQI. Moreover, our method was compared with Mantiuk's method to show the effectiveness.
